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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 This thesis is analyzing children poems that are written by all children from 
around the world. The goal of this study is to find out how children’s poetry can reflect a 
social awareness of children life. Children have chances to speak up their opinions. A 
notable thought is about children’s opinion in their mind that is related with social life 
and another condition of life. The research methods used in this study is a library 
research, that conclude literary selection, textual analysis (denotation and connotation, 
imagery, figurative language) and the foundation analysis that is concluded two aspects 
that showed the children notable thought, first is the concrete things and second is 
abstract things. The analysis revealed important information, first is about the concrete 
things that is revealed about grown-ups and friendship and second is about abstract 
things that is talk about life and love. From their poems, it can see that children also 
have social awareness and thought about social event. They change all misconception 
that children’s just can play, but they also know about everything that happens in this 
life.  
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